
SeesawsSeesaws
Rotational motion



Introductory QuestionIntroductory Question

You and a child half your height lean out over You and a child half your height lean out over 
the edge of a pool at the same angle. If you the edge of a pool at the same angle. If you 
both let go simultaneously, who will tip over both let go simultaneously, who will tip over 
faster and hit the water first?faster and hit the water first?

A.A. YouYou
B.B. The small childThe small child



Observations about SeesawsObservations about Seesaws

A balanced seesaw rocks back and forth easilyA balanced seesaw rocks back and forth easily
EqualEqual--weight children balance a seesawweight children balance a seesaw
UnequalUnequal--weight children donweight children don’’t normally balancet normally balance
Moving heavier child inward restores balanceMoving heavier child inward restores balance
Sitting closer to the pivot speeds up the motionSitting closer to the pivot speeds up the motion



5 Questions about Seesaws5 Questions about Seesaws

How exactly does a balanced seesaw behave?How exactly does a balanced seesaw behave?
Why does the seesaw need a pivot?Why does the seesaw need a pivot?
Why does a lone rider plummet to the ground?Why does a lone rider plummet to the ground?
Why do the ridersWhy do the riders’’ weights and positions matter?weights and positions matter?
Why does distance from the pivot affect speed?Why does distance from the pivot affect speed?



Question 1Question 1

How exactly does a balanced seesaw behave?How exactly does a balanced seesaw behave?
Is a balanced seesaw horizontal?Is a balanced seesaw horizontal?
Is a horizontal seesaw balanced?Is a horizontal seesaw balanced?



Physics ConceptPhysics Concept

Translational motion Translational motion –– overall movement from one overall movement from one 
place to anotherplace to another
Rotational motion Rotational motion –– motionmotion around the fixed pointaround the fixed point
Rotational InertiaRotational Inertia

A body at rest A body at rest 
tends to remain at resttends to remain at rest

A body thatA body that’’s s 
rotating tends to rotating tends to 
keep rotatingkeep rotating

Dangling seesaw: 
-if the seesaw is stationary it will remain stationary
-if the seesaw is rotating it will continue rotating at the steady pace 
about a fixed line in space.



Physical QuantitiesPhysical Quantities
AngAng. Position . Position –– an objectan object’’s s orientation[radianorientation[radian]]

22ππ radians = full circle = 360radians = full circle = 360°°

AngAng. Velocity . Velocity –– change in change in angang. pos. with time. pos. with time
ωω[[rad/srad/s]=[1/s]]=[1/s]
Torque Torque –– a twist or spin [Nm]a twist or spin [Nm]

ωω =Angular speed = change in angle / time



NewtonNewton’’s First Laws First Law
of Rotational Motionof Rotational Motion

A rigid object thatA rigid object that’’s not wobbling and that is s not wobbling and that is 
free of outside torques rotates at a constant free of outside torques rotates at a constant 
angular velocity.angular velocity.



Balanced SeesawBalanced Seesaw
Example of the NewtonExample of the Newton’’s I Law of s I Law of 

Rotational MotionRotational Motion
A balanced seesawA balanced seesaw

experiences zero torqueexperiences zero torque
has constant angular velocityhas constant angular velocity

ItIt’’s angular velocity is constant when it iss angular velocity is constant when it is
motionless and horizontalmotionless and horizontal
motionless and tiltedmotionless and tilted
turning steadily in any directionturning steadily in any direction



Question 2Question 2

Why does the seesaw need a pivot?Why does the seesaw need a pivot?
How would a How would a pivotlesspivotless seesaw move?seesaw move?



Center of MassCenter of Mass

Point about which objectPoint about which object’’s mass balancess mass balances
A free object rotates about its center of mass A free object rotates about its center of mass 
while its center of mass follows the path of a while its center of mass follows the path of a 
falling objectfalling object

When a diver does a rigid, open somersault off a When a diver does a rigid, open somersault off a 
high diving board, his motion appears quite high diving board, his motion appears quite 
complicated. Can this motion be described simply?complicated. Can this motion be described simply?
The center of mass moves if the object has an The center of mass moves if the object has an 
overall translational velocity.overall translational velocity.



SeesawSeesaw’’s Pivots Pivot

The seesaw needs a pivot toThe seesaw needs a pivot to
support the total weight of the seesaw and riderssupport the total weight of the seesaw and riders
prevent the seesaw from fallingprevent the seesaw from falling
permit the seesaw to rotate but not translatepermit the seesaw to rotate but not translate



Question 3Question 3

Why does a lone rider plummet to the ground?Why does a lone rider plummet to the ground?
How does a torque affect a seesaw?How does a torque affect a seesaw?
Why does a rider exert a torque on the seesaw?Why does a rider exert a torque on the seesaw?
What if the rider sits on the pivot?What if the rider sits on the pivot?

Lone rider



Physical QuantitiesPhysical Quantities

AngAng. Position . Position –– an objectan object’’s orientations orientation
AngAng. Velocity . Velocity –– change in change in angang. position w/ time. position w/ time
Torque Torque –– a twist or spin a twist or spin T[NT[N⋅⋅mm]]
AngAng. . AccelAccel. . –– change in change in angang. velocity with time. velocity with time

αα[1/[1/ss22]]

Rotational Mass Rotational Mass –– measure of rotational inertiameasure of rotational inertia
Depends on how far the mass is from he axis of Depends on how far the mass is from he axis of 
rotation rotation I[kgI[kg mm22]]



NewtonNewton’’s Second Laws Second Law
of Rotational Motionof Rotational Motion

An objectAn object’’s angular acceleration is equal to the s angular acceleration is equal to the 
torque exerted on it divided by its rotational torque exerted on it divided by its rotational 
mass. The angular acceleration is in the same mass. The angular acceleration is in the same 
direction as the torque.direction as the torque.

angular acceleration = torque/rotational massangular acceleration = torque/rotational mass
αα = T / I= T / I

torque = rotational masstorque = rotational mass·· angular accelerationangular acceleration
Spinning a marble is much easier than spinning a merry-go-round.



Forces and TorquesForces and Torques

A force can produce a torqueA force can produce a torque
A torque can produce a forceA torque can produce a force

torque = lever armtorque = lever arm·· forceforce
T = r T = r ⋅⋅ FF┴┴
(where the lever arm is perpendicular (where the lever arm is perpendicular 
to the force!)to the force!)
For the same force you get more For the same force you get more 
torque by extending the arm!torque by extending the arm!

Dierction of the torque determined by the right hand rule.













The Lone RiderThe Lone Rider’’s Descents Descent

RiderRider’’s weight produces a torque on the seesaws weight produces a torque on the seesaw
Seesaw undergoes angular accelerationSeesaw undergoes angular acceleration
SeesawSeesaw’’s angular velocity increases rapidlys angular velocity increases rapidly
RiderRider’’s side of seesaw soon hits the grounds side of seesaw soon hits the ground



Question 4Question 4

Why do the ridersWhy do the riders’’ weights and positions matter?weights and positions matter?



Net TorqueNet Torque

The net torque on the seesaw is The net torque on the seesaw is 
the sum of all torques on that seesawthe sum of all torques on that seesaw
responsible for the seesawresponsible for the seesaw’’s angular accelerations angular acceleration









Balancing the RidersBalancing the Riders

Each rider exerts a torqueEach rider exerts a torque
Left rider produces Left rider produces ccwccw torque (torque (weightweight·· lever armlever arm))
Right rider produces Right rider produces cwcw torque (torque (weightweight·· lever armlever arm))

If those torques sum to zero, seesaw is balancedIf those torques sum to zero, seesaw is balanced



Question 5Question 5

Why does distance from the pivot affect speed?Why does distance from the pivot affect speed?
How does lever arm affect torque?How does lever arm affect torque?
How does lever arm affect rotational mass?How does lever arm affect rotational mass?



Mass and Rotational MassMass and Rotational Mass

RiderRider’’s part of rotational mass is proportional tos part of rotational mass is proportional to
the riderthe rider’’s masss mass
the the squaresquare of riderof rider’’s lever arms lever arm
I I ∼∼ m m ⋅⋅ rr22 [kg [kg ⋅⋅ mm22 ]]

Moving away from pivot dramatically increases Moving away from pivot dramatically increases 
the seesawthe seesaw’’s overall rotational mass!s overall rotational mass!



Seesaw and RiderSeesaw and Rider--DistanceDistance

When riders move away from pivot,When riders move away from pivot,
the torque increases in proportion to the torque increases in proportion to lever armlever arm
the rotational mass in proportion to the rotational mass in proportion to lever armlever arm22

Angular accelerations decrease!Angular accelerations decrease!
Motions are slower!Motions are slower!



Introductory Question Introductory Question (revisited)(revisited)

You and a child half your height lean out over You and a child half your height lean out over 
the edge of a pool at the same angle. If you the edge of a pool at the same angle. If you 
both let go simultaneously, who will tip over both let go simultaneously, who will tip over 
faster and hit the water first?faster and hit the water first?

A.A. YouYou
B.B. The small childThe small child



Summary about SeesawsSummary about Seesaws

A balanced seesawA balanced seesaw
experiences zero net torqueexperiences zero net torque
moves at constant angular velocitymoves at constant angular velocity
requires all the individual torques to cancelrequires all the individual torques to cancel

Force and lever arm both contribute to torqueForce and lever arm both contribute to torque
Heavier children produce more torqueHeavier children produce more torque
Sitting close to the pivot reduces torqueSitting close to the pivot reduces torque



Angular MomentumAngular Momentum



Conservation of  the angular Conservation of  the angular 
momentummomentum









Carousels and Roller Carousels and Roller 
CoastersCoasters



Introductory QuestionIntroductory Question

You are a passenger in a car that is You are a passenger in a car that is 
turning left and you find yourself turning left and you find yourself 
thrown against the door to your thrown against the door to your 
right. Is there a force pushing you right. Is there a force pushing you 
toward the door?toward the door?

A.A. YesYes
B.B. NoNo



Observations aboutObservations about
Carousels and Roller CoastersCarousels and Roller Coasters

You can feel your motion with your eyes closedYou can feel your motion with your eyes closed
You feel pulled in unusual directionsYou feel pulled in unusual directions
You sometimes feel weightlessYou sometimes feel weightless
You can become inverted without feeling itYou can become inverted without feeling it



5 Questions about Carousels and 5 Questions about Carousels and 
Roller CoastersRoller Coasters

What aspects of motion do you feel?What aspects of motion do you feel?
Why do you feel flung outward on a carousel?Why do you feel flung outward on a carousel?
Why do you feel light on a roller coasterWhy do you feel light on a roller coaster’’s dives?s dives?
Why do you feel heavy on a roller coasterWhy do you feel heavy on a roller coaster’’s dips?s dips?
How do you stay in seated on a loopHow do you stay in seated on a loop--thethe--loop?loop?



Question 1Question 1

What aspects of motion do you feel?What aspects of motion do you feel?
Can you feel position?Can you feel position?
Can you feel velocity?Can you feel velocity?
Can you feel acceleration?Can you feel acceleration?



The Feeling of WeightThe Feeling of Weight

When you are at equilibrium,When you are at equilibrium,
a support force balances your weighta support force balances your weight
and that support force acts on your lower surface,and that support force acts on your lower surface,
while your weight is spread throughout your bodywhile your weight is spread throughout your body

You feel internal supporting stressesYou feel internal supporting stresses
You identify these stresses as weightYou identify these stresses as weight



The Feeling of AccelerationThe Feeling of Acceleration

When you are accelerating,When you are accelerating,
a support force causes your accelerationa support force causes your acceleration
and that support force acts on your surface,and that support force acts on your surface,
while your mass is spread throughout while your mass is spread throughout 

your bodyyour body

You feel internal supporting You feel internal supporting 
stressesstresses
You misidentify these stresses as You misidentify these stresses as 
weightweight



Acceleration and Acceleration and 
WeightWeight

This This ““feeling of accelerationfeeling of acceleration”” isis
not a real forcenot a real force
just a feeling caused by your bodyjust a feeling caused by your body’’s inertias inertia
directed opposite your accelerationdirected opposite your acceleration
proportional to that accelerationproportional to that acceleration

You feel an overall You feel an overall ““apparent weightapparent weight””
feeling of real weight plus feeling of real weight plus ““feeling of accelerationfeeling of acceleration””


